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The Comparation of current Slovak and Hungarian 
history textbooks for grammar schools

The quality of textbooks is often discussed, but the methods for objective 
finding are not sufficiently known and scientific studies comparing various 
textbooks on the market are not often published. Especially we are lacking 
comparing with other countries. The present study is trying to fill this gap using 
several methods of evaluation of textbooks. In our comparation we use 
qualitative and quantitative research. In our qualitative research we compare 
textbooks according their content using our historical and pedagogical 
knowledge and practical experience. The quantitative research approach in this 
study is represented by two complementary methods: measuring the didactic 
facilities of textbooks and didactic text difficulty. The research sample consists of 
four current textbooks for grammar schools showing the history- of the 20th 
century: two Slovak1 and two Hungarian.1 2 Before starting the evaluation we 
made following hypotheses: The content and the form of the textbooks are 
suitable for students. They contain all the information in proper form and in 
sufficient extent. The difficulty- of the text used is reasonable; they- are not 
lacking the most important elements of didactic facilities.

1 In Slovakia the textbook industry did not change a lot since 1989. There is still an unshakable 
position of state, which is responsible for writing, editing, publishing and distribution of 
textbooks to schools and students do not have to pay for them. That is the reason why there is 
always only one textbook available for each subject in each type of elementary and secondary 
school in each grade. For History- at the Elementary- and High School there is always a set of 
two books - one textbook separately- on world History-, one on national History.

2 For our comparation we chose Hungary- since we have shared a long common history-, not only 
within one state, but also later as part of East bloc, what is obvious not only- in curriculum 
itself, but also in the way- how to teach it. The methods and approach, teaching plans and 
schedules have many- common features. However, the situation in textbook industry is 
different, the market is free and students pay for their textbooks. Therefore there are more 
suitable textbooks to choose from. We decided to compare the latest textbook written 
according to current requirements for use of sources and development of intelligence of 
students: Száray—Kaposi, Történelem IV. középiskolák, Í2. Évfolyam. 2009. and one older textbook 
translated also to Slovak for the Slovak minority- education: Salamon, Dejepis pre IV. nénik 
ÿmnâpii. 1995. We use the Slovak version.
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I. The qualitative research of textbooks

We are interested in all aspects of form and content. We note structure and 
clarity of textbooks, graphics and navigation elements, as they contain all the 
necessary information for students, distinction between main and supplementary 
text, duplication of information, orientation difficulty in the textbook, use of 
maps and sources, and the occurrence of unknown words - technical terms, 
stylistic and grammatical errors. We evaluate the effectiveness of didactic 
material: the difficulty of chapters for lessons, visualisation, motivation in 
explanatory text, functions of tasks bellow, application of theoretical knowledge 
into practice, developing creativity through tasks, incentives to work 
independently, lack of structural features, support of self-study and a design of 
the chapter. In its content we focus on what kind of topics it includes, or if it 
contains a sufficient number of cartograms and illustration materials to support 
the visualisation. Among other things, we look at the language and style of the 
textbook. We expect that the target requirements of history knowledge and skills 
prescribed by both the Ministry of Education will be filled. These requirements 
prescribe developing students' knowledge and their understanding, application 
and synthesis, and that the students ought to be able to evaluate the historical 
events.

All textbooks divide curriculum into sections, sub-sections and chapters.3 
Very difficult task is chronological arrangement of chapters. Every history book 
struggle with it, particularly when the chapters are larger. For this reason, we 
prefer large number of smaller chapters what makes it available to go through 
them during one lesson. The information about an interconnection of chapters 
such as Fhe Fascism in Germany and Fhe Fascism in Italy could be in the repetition 
part at the end of the section of the textbook and of course this section should 
not be missing in the textbook.

3 The Slovak textbook Kodajova—Tonková,: Dejepis pre 3. rotnik gymnâ^ü. Svetové dejiny. 2006. zvore 
specifically ditides out supplementary curriculum. Events related to Hungary and events in 
world history in Hungarian textbooks do not meet in one chapter, so although curriculum is 
not divided into two books, it is possible to exclude chapters on national history as chapters on 
the world histon’.
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1. KODAJOVÁ, DANIELA - TONKOVÁ, MÁRIA: DEJEPIS PRE 3. 
ROÚAÍKGYMNÁZIÍ. SVETOVÉ DEJINY. (HISTORYFOR THE 3RD 

YEAR OF GRAMMAR SCHOOLS. WORLD HISTORY)

187 pages, formate A4, colour textbook. In the beginning of the book we 
find the introduction to the topic. The curriculum is divided to four sections: I. 
World at the crossroad, II. From war to war, III. Second World War, IV. The World 
between East and West. Important information and terms are bold. The authors in 
the introduction section called attention at difficulty of the historical evaluation 
of the 20th century and briefly summarized the most important historical events 
and their impact and also they explained the usefulness of study of history of the 
20th century, which affect us today very much. A brief introduction to each 
chapter is very practical to highlight its main idea. It is followed by practical 
chronological overview in tables. Most of the images have not only aesthetic, but 
also informative value.4 In addition to images also different tables are connected 
to the text.5 Very few major events are bold, which makes orientation in the text 
not easy.

4 Exclusive some, Kodajova-Tonková: Dejepis pre 3. rocnik gymnáyií. Svetové dejiny. 33: Posledná 
strana Versaillskej mierovej synluvy. ÇThe List page of the Treaty of Versailles).

5 Some, however, are not sufficiently precisely mentioned, Kodajova-Tonková: Dejepis pre 3. 
rocnik gymnásji. Svetové dejiny. 44: “Slaty sveta a ich priemyselná vyroba v medqrojnovom období v percentách 
(Countries of the world and their manufacturing in the interwar period in percentage). ” It would be more 
appropriate to write that it is their share of the world market.

6 It would be preferable to show The October Manifesto on p. 23 among the sources, not within the 
main text. It is the only such case of using sources.

7 “The desire for a socially just world accompanied the mankind within living memory, but it became an 
instrument of political struggle only in modern history?’ Kodajova-Tonková, Dejepis pre 3. rocnik 
gymnátji. Svetové dejiny 8.

8 “Newspaper picture in newspaper from 1909 shows that the attacks against the Armenians in the Ottoman 
Fmpire lasted for years and were conducted systematically. ” A picture showing one actual attack 
cannot prove such thing. Kodajova-Tonková, Dejepispre 3. rolnik gymná^ií. Svetové dejiny. 18.

9 However, sometimes it is not the most appropriate one: “Stalinská hrô^pvlàda —logjcké smerovanie 
totalitného retymi alebo uchylka? (Stalinist terror — logical tendency of totalitarian regime or a deviation?) ” 
Kodajova-Tonková, Dejepispre 3. rolnik gymnatyi. Svetové dejiny 45.

The number of sources in the chapters varies (0-11, 15, 17, 19). Sources are 
very useful and often connected with questions at the end of the chapter.6 7 
Questions and tasks are unlike previously used Slovak textbooks even analytic. 
As in the recent Hungarian textbook they support student orientation in space 
and time and detect causes of events. Occasionally inappropriate sentences occur 
in the text.' Sometimes the authors failed to create an appropriate description of 
the image.8 A rhetorical question very often appears in the title.9 In reading the 
text of the phenomenon of free time a student may get the impression that there 
were no societies before 20th century. On p. 64 there is the term “successor states” 
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without explaining they were the successor states of the Austro-Hungarian 
monarchy.10 11 On p. 128 it would be preferable to formulate the second task: 
According to the data in the table on p. 122.... On p. 133 it would be more 
appropriate to write what kind of minister was Ernest Bevin. There were some 
grammatical mistakes in the text.11 The textbook properly explain unfamiliar 
terms such as separation of church and state directly in the text.12 Not all 
unfamiliar terms have been explained.13 Sometimes the authors in order to not 
overload die text with alot of data omitted essential information14 or they failed 
to explain historical events.15 In many places there are clear and visual 
explanations of various historical problems in the textbook.16 Likewise, in the 
supplementary curriculum it is recommended to link information from textbook 

10 The authors obviously counted on the fact that in a parallel study of national history textbook 
it is enough to explain the term in other textbook.

11 Kodajova-Tonková, Dejepispre 3. nénik pymnáyií. Svetové dejiny 102 incorrect hyphenation, p. 143 
omission of a letter.

12 Kodajova-Tonková, Dejepispre 3. rolnik gymnáfií. Svetové dejiny. 11-12.
13 It would be useful to add these terms into the historian dictionary: the secularization process 

(Ch. 1), the proletariat (Ch. 3), plebiscite, the mandate system (Ch. 4), nomenclature, unitar}’ 
state, the Communist International, the totalitarian state (Ch. 5), economic depression, the 
pogrom, white terror, red terror (Ch. 6), rationalization of production, Dawes plan - divide one 
paragraph of the text (Ch. 7), invasion, Maginot Line (Ch. 12) affirmative action (Ch. 17)

14 E.g. p. 12: In the article about the modern Olympic Games the name of the founder, the date 
or place of origin is lacking, not to speak about the symbolic site of the first modern Olympic 
Games. On p. 15 there is an information about dominions of France and Great Britain without 
mentioning some of them. P. 77 The text mentions the stock market crash in New York on 
29/10/1929, which was Tuesday; although in the text in brackets we can read Thursday. Black 
Thursday, 24/10/1929 was the day when there was a significant decline in stock prices, which 
in turn triggered the crisis black Thursday in Europe for the time difference perceived as Black 
Friday. But history knows also the Black Monday and Tuesday. Without any explanation it is 
therefore verj’ confusing! On p. 119 we can find incorrect dating of the surrender of Japan. It 
would be appropriate to determine the precise dating on dropping bombs to be make more 
transparent link events. On p. 125 there is only a abbreviation SS without mentioning the 
whole name “Sicherheitsdienst” or Slovak translation. On p. 134 it would be preferable to 
specify Allied agreements among Bulgaria, Romania and Hungary. On p. 162 is not clear from 
the text how Gandhi strove to avoid fratricidal fight. On p. 176 the text about Brezhnev being 
appointed is without dating it. On p. 181 it would be appropriate to explain the ethical issues of 
cloning, problems of consumption of genetically modified foods and the dangers of economic 
and cultural globalization. The explanation of the causes economic growth of Japan after 
WWII on p.183 is missing, only its surrender it is mentioned and then jump to the 60s and 70s 
when Japan is mentioned as the third most powerful economic power of the world. Kodajova- 
Tonková, Dejepispre 3. rolnik yymnártí. Svetové dejiny. 12. 17. 77. 119. 125. 134. 162. 183.

15 The circumstances of the assassination of Archduke Franz Ferdinand of Austria (Frantisek 
Ferdinand D'Este) Kodajova-Tonková, Dejepispre 3. rolnikgymnáfii. Svetovédejiny. 15.

16 Národné státy v slrednej a juhovychodnej Europe — fikcia ci realita (filiation states in Central and South 
Eastern Europe — fiction or reality) explanation of creation of artificial national constructs. 
Kodajova-Tonková, Dejepispre 3. rolnik gymnáfii. Svetové dejiny. 65.
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with students’ knowledge from other areas, e.g. historical films.17 It is very 
difficult to correctly distinguish between main and supplementary curriculum, 
but textbook has succeeded in this.18

17 by adding paragraph Herves of the Royal Force, in which the last sentence find among them the 
names of Slovak and Cgech pilots and mechanics.” may remind the famous film Dark Blue World 
(Tmavomodry svét). Kodajova-Tonková, Dejepispre 3. rolnik gymnátfií. Svetővé dejiny. 104.

18 We would only change small details: On p. 10—11 we would change the importance of texts of 
Svet modemébo cloveka (The World of a modern man) and Moderny nacionalignius a hoj o skoln (Modem 
nationalism and the struggle for school). Similarly, the text on p. 15 is important enough to be in the 
main text. Kodajova-Tonková, Dejepispre 3. rolnik gymnáfii. Svetővé dejiny. 10-11. 15.

19 On p. 30 the authors repeated the text of p. 19 on the last stage of the war. On p. 72 the 
information about the origine of the fascist movement is repeated. Kodajova-Tonková, Dejepis 
pre 3. rolnik gymnáfií. Svetővé dejiny. 15. 30. 72.

20 On p. 22 the explanation about Russia's participation in the Agreement. Similarly there is no 
explanation of Korean War on p. 157. It is mentioned only incidentally within the US foreign 
policy and undated. Similarly? the Cuban Revolution is explained just in two sentences. The 
explanation of the divisions of Korea and Vietnam is missing, although we can read about the 
wars in these divided countries! There is another information about Vietnam Kodajova- 
Tonková, Dejepis pre 3. rocník gymnáfii. Svetővé dejiny. 22, 157,164.

21 Inside chapter: p. 24: First we learn about peace at Brest-Litovsk and then about the revolution 
of 1917. Inside the textbook: the text about the rise of production at Hitler time on p. 57 
precedes the text about the global market crash on p. 68-69. Kodajova-Tonková, Dejepispre 3. 
rocník gymnáfii. Svetővé dejiny. 57. 68-69.

22 We can see the picture of Lenin's mausoleum and only later read about his death. The image of 
p. 62 of the Locarno Conference would be more appropriate on p. 97, where we can read 
about it. The photo of Chinese blast furnaces on p. 172 refers to the text on p. 174. Kodajova- 
Tonková, Dejepispre 3. rolnikgymnáfií. Svetővé dejiny. 62. 97. 172. 174.

25 The second part of the chapter covers too many? historical events up to the year 1939, which is 
too far forward compared to the next chapter. E.g. it already? mentions the Molotov - 
Ribbentrop Pact.

24 Similarly it would be more appropriable to attach a part of Chapter 9 to Chapter 10 on lifestyle 
after WWW1.

25 E.g. on p. 49-52 Benito Mussolini. Kodajova-Tonková, Dejepis pre 3. rolnik gymnárji. Svetové 
dejiny. 49-52.

Since the authors chose extensive chapters on one country? or one block 
countries, some events are mentioned twice19 and explanation is given in the latter 
case.20 It happened also that the thematic coherence rearranged the chronology? of 
events.21 Similarly, some illustrations are sometimes inappropriately placed in the 
text.22 Some historical phenomena gained too much space e.g. Soviet Russia 
mentioned in the 3rd and 5th chapter.23 Chapter 5 is too long compared to other 
chapters (it consists of 12 pages and most of chapters of 8p).24

Some elements are not in a textbook for e.g. short introductions of different 
personalities, which are very strong element in e.g. Slovak History? textbooks for 
vocational schools and would be an appropriate complement to the main 
curriculum also here.25 In this textbook the personalities are presented only in 
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the text,26 or in the brief description of “snapshots”. The authors have tried to 
connect it with textbook on Slovak history.27

26 Often they are mentioned in the text without further explanation that comes only later. E.g. p. 
79 on Chiang Kai-shek. Kodajova-Tonková, Dejepis pre 3. rolnik gymnáji. Svetové dejiny.79.

27 On p. 29 the 4th task asks the students to recall the text about the role of the Czech and Slovak 
legionaries in the Russian Civil War from the national history’, but it is not possible to find this text 
in the textbook on national history. The fifth task at p. 49 is reformulated third task of national 
history’ textbook, Kodajova, - Tonková, Dejepispre 3. rocník gymnágií. Svetové dejiny. 29. 49.

The book is colorful and has a high-level graphics. There are a lot of 
illustrations — mainly photos and reproductions of works of art inside of it. This 
image material is almost at each page and the authors of the book have worked 
hard to switch the kind of illustrations within a book opening and vary. In the 
head of each side is a timehne, which divides the textbook into two imaginary 
blocks: 1914-1945 and 1945-1990 comparably represented in the textbook, (the 
period 1914—1945 in 76 pages and the period 1945-1990 in 88 pages). At the end 
of these units it is possible using well-arranged tables to repeat the most 
important events in international relations, in each country, in the economy and 
culture and science. Unlike other textbooks of History textbook has plenty of 
tables and a chronological ovendew is part of almost every chapter.

Cartograms in the textbook are rather rare. It is obvious that the authors 
expected students and teachers to work with the historical atlas for secondary’ 
school, as the maps in the textbook only complement this atlas. These atlases do 
not always contain everything necessary or for its comprehensiveness they may 
discourage student who is sometimes just e.g. looking for basic information such 
as demarcation of some country in some particular year. We would add into 
textbooks a map showing grouping of power states before the WWWI, map of 
battlefields of WWWI, map of the member states of the USSR, Hitler's armies 
approach to the West, map of battlefields WWWII in Russia in p.115 (instead of 
the map of battlefields in the Pacific not mentioned in the text), and a map of 
the Middle East conflict to p.167. Map at p. 113 called Places of German and other 
concentration and extermination camps does not show labor camps in Slovakia.

2. BARTLOVÁ, ALENA - LETZ, RÓBERT: DEJEPIS PRE 3. ROCNÍK 
GYMNAZIÍ. NÂR0DNÉ DEJINY. (HISTORYFOR THE 3RD YEAR OF 

GRAMMAR SCHOOLS. NATIONAL HISTORY)

191 p, B4formate, colour textbook. In the beginning of the textbook we find 
an introduction to the topic. The content is divided to six sections: I. Slovakia 
during the years of WWWI, II. Slovakia in Czechoslovak Republic III., Slovak Republic, 
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IV. A.n attempt to build socialism and communism, V. From the ideal to agony, PT. The 
road to independence and to the common Europe. Important information and terms in 
are bold.

According to the index (p. 190-191) the first two sections of the textbook are 
written by A. Bardová and the rest by R. Letz, however the structure of the 
textbook is continuous. Subchapters distinguished from the main text recall 
distinguishing of supplemental curriculum. The title is often a metaphor, which 
is not very appropriate. Titles are often the in the form of a rhetorical question. 
A length of chapters is ranging 5-10 pages, except Chapter X. Economical and 
domestic resistance, which reaches up to 13 pages, because symbolically it concluded 
the events by the end of WWII and publishes excerpts from sources at longer 
ranges.

Some formulations were not completely accurate.28 Sometimes authors in 
order to not overload the text by particulars omitted the essential information. 29 
Not all unfamiliar terms have been explained.30 Important information are often 

28 E.g. sentence on p. 37: “Two unsuccessful attempts of the former Emperor Chartes to return, if not to 
imperial, namely of Vienna, then at least to the Hungarian throne testified that the initiative to restore the 
empire is welcome not only in Budapest but also outside Hungary.” The p. 78 sentence of losses of 
Slovak army in the war against Poland is not related to the rest of the text on the Little War 
between Slovakia and Hungary. On p. 93 there is an incorrect information on the number of 
Slovaks in Hungary- in the source in the years 1938 to 1945 (750,000), therefore the wource 
should preferably be omitted, or explained to the student so they would not accept the 
statement as true. On p. 122 there is an error in transcript of the source, as it is not easy to 
detect “direct speech” of Edvard Benes and his indirect speech, and therefore the source is 
incomprehensible. On p. 130, Vladimir Clementis is mentioned exclusive bourgeois nationalists 
as he would not be the one of them. The Activity of Charter 77 is not clear enough explained 
in the text on p.162. The Fate of Alexander Dubcek between 1968 and 1989 is not explained 
anywhere! Bartlová-Letz, Dejepis pre 3. rolnik gymnáyí. Národné dejiny. SI. 77. 78. 93. 122. 130. 
162.

29 On p. 11 we miss an interpretation of the Czech associations. On p. 42 -3 we miss information 
on the outcome of national elections. On p. 105 is not explained the reason for the 
assassination of Reinhard Heydrich. On p. 119 it would be appropriate to reason execution of 
Jozef. Tiso. On p. 122 it would be preferable to specify where Germans from Czechoslovakia 
were displaced. On p. 129 the information about the criminal of bishop Jan Vojtasák was 
dropped out. On p. 135 there is no explanation why Alexander Dubcek did not behave 
favorably to Gustav Fiúsak. On p. 135 it would be appropriate to specify what was the highest 
position in the party-. On p. 180 it is not explained what kind of language act was the 
mentioned the Language Act. It would be appropriate to add that to the data in the sentence on 
p. 188: “Eveiy third household has its own car, 61So of households have a washing machine and every tenth 
household has a computer. Mobile Phones owns 1.5 million citizens.“ that there are based on the census 
of 2001. Bartlová-Letz, Dejepis pre 3. rocnik gymnáfii. Národné dejiny. 42-43. 105. 119. 122. 129. 
135. 180. 188.

30 It would be appropriate to add to the historian dictionary- these terms: Congress (Ch. 3), 
Arbitration (Ch. 9), Slovenská pracujúca pospolitost” (Slovak working congregation, Ch. 12), 
Bourgeois nationalism, separatism, resignation, reactionary’, statehood, repression, rehabilitate, 
Congress of the Communist Party (Ch. 17), normalization (Ch. 19) information monopoly, 
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not highlighted (e.g. by different script). There were some grammatical errors in 
the textbook.31 Modern approach to the tasks sometimes makes them impossible 
to solve in practice.32 Some chapters could be complemented by other sources.

dissident (Ch. 20), Competence Act (Ch. 23), the voucher method, privatization, obligations 
(Ch. 24). Some important terms are not in the main text, they are mentioned only in the 
description of images, for example the Candle Manifestation. Bartlová - Letz, Dejepis pre 3. 
rolnikgymmifii. Národné dejiny. 162-163.

31 Bartlová-Letz, Dejepispre 3. rolnik, gymnásji Národné dejiny. 14.
32 E.g. when it requires linking the curriculum of various grades, which can also lead to such a 

task e.g.: "Make a map of state bodies, which involved Slovakia. Help yourself with histoiy books for grades I 
and 2 on p. 13”. A third year student simply does not have these textbooks, nor the teacher 
cannot borrow them from the school textbooks store as they are used by students of another 
grades! Bartlová-Letz, Dejepispre 3. rolnik gymnfcji. Národné dejiny. 1—2. 13.

33 Very interesting and refreshing is a connection of images forming mutual contrast, e.g. election 
posters of two completely different political parties on p. 118. There is a description to the picture 
on p. 48: “An important condition of civilisation and economic growth in Slovakia was electrification. Tour joint- 
stock companies participated in its construction: Westslovakian, Southslovakian, Central Slovakian and 
Easts/ovakian Power Station. Status of electrification of Slovakia in 1928. ” However in the picture next to 
the abbreviations of these companies there is one not mentioned: SESzS. On p. 67 we lack 
specifying the bridge in Bratislava shown in the picture. On p. 103 there is a photograph of Peter 
Pridavok, who is not mentioned in the text. The photo on p. 107 with a description Rush at the 
airport 'Time oaks (Tri duty) could be more accurately located. The picture on p. 117 with the 
description: “The enthusiasm of youth was a frequent motif ofpromotional poster. ” shows a young family: 
father, mother and son! Not well distinguishable colors on the chart on p. 186 are apparently 
caused by misprints, in particular an indication of the SOP and the SDK is easy to confuse. 
Bartlová — Letz, Dejepispre 3. rolnik gymnátji. Národné dejiny. 48. 64. 103.107.117.118.186.

Colour graphics processing of textbook is the same as in the textbook on 
world history. In the head of each page is the timeline with following periods: 
1914-1918, 1918-1938, 1938-1945, 1945-1968, 1968-1989 1989-2005, what is 
more logical than in the previously examinated textbook. Summary tables are 
after each section and clarify the various events using separate parts: Politics, 
economy and culture. The last two parts are not represented in each table. As in 
the previous textbook, cartograms in this textbook are rather rare. In each 
chapter except Chapter 21 Culture, science and sport it is a chronological overview. 
There were some errors in the use of illustrative material.33

3. SZÁRAY, MIKLÓS - KAPOSI, JÓZSEF: TÖRTÉNELEM IV. 
KÖZÉPISKOLÁK, 12. ÉVFOLYAM. (HISTORYFOR 4 GRADE OF 

SECONDARY SCHOOL)

272 page,s A4 formate, color textbook. At the beginning is an index dividing 
it to 5 sections (each of appr. 50 pages): 1. The First World War, rebellions and peace 
treaties, 2. Between the two world wars. 3. The Second World War. 4. Bipolar world. 5. 
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Advantages and problems of the globalised world. After the index an introduction 
follows introducing the new perceiving of History subject, the school leaving 
exam in History and new concept of textbooks along with an instructional 
introduction to the textbook supported by summary table of symbols used in the 
book at the bottom of the book opening.

Unlike older types of textbooks in these books we can find a smaller number 
of chapters and the main text.34 There is a number of questions and tasks 
designed for individual or group work, an oral presentation (presentation and 
discussion) and written presentation (essay or project). All these questions and 
tasks are not linked to the main text, but to the source materials. The main text is 
shorter since authors emphasise working with sources. They call attention to the 
frequent mistake in studying History in the fourth, i.e. senior year, when besides 
the year's curriculum students repeat all topics for school leaving exam and 
because of lack of time at the end of school year they often do not finish all the 
curriculum (the chapters about the last decades of the 20th century), or the 
curriculum is shortened only to the main text and supplementary source material 
is pushed aside as irrelevant.

34 The authors of the book mentioned reduction of 20%. Száray—Kaposi. Történelem IV7. 
középiskolák, 12. évfolyam. 4.

35 For our comparison of textbooks it is interesting to note that a similar section only more 
oriented to the basics of political science it is possible to find in other Hungarian textbooks for 
secondary vocational schools, where it requires a combination of History and Civics in one 
subject in their curriculum of apprenticeships (blue-collar jobs - szakiskola). In the study of 
white-collar jobs students (szakközépiskola) these two subjects are separated. Since authors 
Miklós Szaray and József Kaposi wrote History textbook for vocational schools too, this 
second part of the textbook has similar topics, only adapted to abilities of students of 
mentioned schools.

The source material is distinguished by color-code as political, social, 
economic, church history and the history’ of ideas, but the color differences are 
very small, they blend with each other. The authors mentioned in the 
introduction that they tried to fill demand of suppression of dominance of 
political history’ in textbook compared to social, economic etc. history’ in order to 
make more understandable the other contexts of life in the described period. Yet 
still it dominates in the textbook. Another intention of the authors was to avoid 
too much factual information often causing reluctance of students to study. For 
this reason, sentences nominating the names of authors and scientists and works 
of art do not occur in this textbook. The fifth section of the book is devoted to 
various social issues and serves as repeating and comparing periods of the 20th 
century’ in terms of different problems. Such part of the book is beneficial for 
the repetition of the curriculum in the period before leaving examination.35
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Chapters are divided into two parts: on approx. 1,5 page we find the main 
text and the rest called ARCHIVUM are the sources and tasks related to them. 
These are of different kinds: cartograms — mainly Hungarian and European 
maps, drawings of weapons, status of political parties, government division, 
samples of various government documents, reproductions of photographs, 
propaganda posters and artworks, transcripts of speeches and memories of 
statesmen, charts and tables. In the case of displays of contemporary press next 
to reproduction of the particular page in the original language we see an 
accompanying explanation. Textbook retains the same structure as the previous 
three textbooks from the same set of textbooks, each of which is for one year of 
study in high school. We analyzed the textbook for 4th grade.36

36 Unlike Slovak grammar schools History subject is to be found in all four years at high schools 
in Hungary. Students usually attend mandatory preparatory seminar for school leaving 
examination in fourth, sometimes also in third year. In recent years in Slovakia the number of 
lessons in individual grades changed and it happens that at one school in one grade they follow 
the old Systeme and in other the new one.

An interesting fact is that the map of Austro - Hungarian monarchy is 
missing in the textbook, although until 1918 Hungary was part of it. It is always 
displayed separately as a completely separate part. Austria - Hungary can be 
found only in maps of Europe, for instance showing the distribution of political 
forces in 1914 on p. 8, and on p. 9 called The fronts ofWWWI. We miss this map 
especially in the chapters The Peace Treaties or The Trianon Peace Treaty to get more 
objectivity.

The cartogram titled The emigration and deportation of Jews from the Hungarian 
territory on p. 145 in the chapter The German occupation, terror of Arrow Cross Part)’ 
and military catastrophe we find strange, because it shows Hungary in the condition 
before the WWI although at that time it was not the official Hungarian territory. 
Although the map distinguishes boundaries in 1914 and 1942, their colours 
disappear giving the impression only of a small territorial changes. For better 
understanding of deportations of Jews it would be more appropriate to show all 
the countries of Europe deporting Jews, showing the density of population and 
the number of deportees. Thus, the student is informed only about the simádon 
of Jews in the former historical Hungary and does not recognize EU-wide ratios.

Number of sources in each chapter varies, usually approx. 14—17, they are 
also the chapters with 26 sources (The company and the way of life in Hungary between 
the two world wars'), 24 {Hungary in World War I and an explosion of revolution), 23 (The 
Rákóczi time) or smaller number — 11 (The Central Europe in the new world order, The 
Shake of the colonial world). Tasks by each source can be divided according four 
recommended method of solutions: a. individual work, work in pairs or in 
groups analyzing a single source, b. independent or group work combining 
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knowledge from multiple sources, c. oral presentation - presentation and 
discussion and d. written presentation (essay, project and homework). It is 
accompanied by information, what competences students exercise: an use of 
sources and their understanding or use of terms or orientation in space and time 
or detecting causes of events. Most of them are from a. and b. categories. 
Written tasks are in minimal extent. Most competencies are understanding and 
ability to “read” sources and an understanding of the background of various 
events. The authors stressed that it is not necessary’ to deal with all the tasks, 
teachers should choose from them. Indeed there is not enough time because of 
their large number. Also in the high school is not possible to build teaching 
History- at the study of sources, i.e. the most important is a teacher's 
interpretation of the curriculum accompanied by? some sources and thus can 
ensure better understanding and remembering of curriculum, especially when 
each source is accompanied by a task.

It is also important to help students to create their own opinion. The authors 
recommend practice of evaluation in the form of discussions on the phenomena 
and personalities. According to the authors it is practicing one very important 
competence for the Efe of: creation and defense of student's own opinion as 
weU as approach to the problem from several points of view. It is very well done 
by the task called Points of view in each chapter of textbook giving an problème to 
start a discussion. E.g. in the chapter The Treaties at the End of the War on p. 22 
there is such a problème:

“During the centuries the Western powers saw the Austro-Hungarian Monarchy as one of the 
cornerstones of the European balance. In their military goals they did not count with its breakage. 
This opinion they changed only in the last third of the war. Their decision was affected by numerous 

factors: the revolution in Russia, military targets, national movements, faith in cooperation of new 
nations etc. Since then the permanent debate is: Was the breaking of empire a legitimate step or it 
was just a wrong answer of victorious powers at the current situation?”

Because each chapter contains appr. 5—6 pages (extremes 4—7), we miss the 
chapters' titles in the heads of the pages. Instead of them there are only the titles 
of sections, which is some help, but a student has to scroll to the beginning of 
the chapter highhghted by just a little bit higher, thicker and different colored 
letters and therefore it causes a certain lack of transparency in the textbook. 
Especially' when compared to the above-mentioned Slovak textbooks.

At the end of the textbook we can find very brief summarizing tables with 
colored marking of important events of the 20th century'. In some cases essential 
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information is missing since the main text is so short37 or in the explanations of 
some historical event we miss the pre-events which influenced them.38 We find 
very interest the connection of revolution in Russia with the Berlin revolution in 
one chapter.39

37 E.g. The Peace Conference in The Hague. In the chapter The Treaties at the End of the War it 
would be appropriate to add information about the Washington conference. The chapter The 
Central Europe in the new world is very’ engaging, but the situation of minorities is mentioned only 
in the successor states of the Austro-Hungarian Empire, in fact, only the situation of 
Hungarian minority'. Information about minorities in Hungary’ which would be interesting for 
comparation, is missing. It would be appropriate to add information on Paneuropa. We miss an 
entire chapter on the situation in the US after World War I, or about the world at that time. We 
would suggest at least a subchapter of information on the collaboration during the Second 
World War, about the Nuremberg and Tokyo Process. More details should be given to 
mention the situation of individual powers states before World War II.

38 It would be appropriate to describe in more detail the international situation at the beginning of 
the 20th century’ or the situation before the revolution in Russia.

35 Bartlová-Letz, Dejepispre 3. rolnik gymnátyí. Národné dejiny. 12.
40 E.g. on p. 52-56 fascism is mentioned only in general terms at the beginning of the chapter, the 

information about Mussolini is short, but we can find more in the sources However we miss 
the sources to other mentioned dictatorships: Portugal and Spain. Step by step authors help us 
imagine a world after World War I, ie. also the colonies, China and Japan. The chapter The 
Second Haff of 1930 - Life Between the Two World Wars does not indicate that this is already the eve 
of World War II. The 19th chapter The Diplomatic and Coercive Tactics Before the Second World War 
can be considered as an introduction to the WWII as which, however, mentions the imminent 
events before the war on Hungary'. Chapters between them portraying life in Hungary’ between 
the wars would be at better place more forward to create a better image in the student's mind 
about the sequence of events. Bartlová-Letz, Dejepispre 3. rolnik g/mnácjí. Národné dejiny. 52-56.

41 Particularly interesting is the last chapter The Social Changes in the 20th Century in Hungary, which 
is an ideal incentive for repeating national history. Unfortunately we cannot find a similar 
initiative for repeating global or at least European history in the textbook.

Chapters are well-arranged.40 Division of chapters is very appropriate, also 
mentioning the European events prior to the events related to Hungary. The 
situation after World War II and especially the events of the Cold War and its 
termination is very well described. Chronologically, we do not find appropriate 
the sequence of chapters in section 4: because chapter about changes in Europe 
and the USSR is preceding chapters about the events in Hungary after the 
Second World War. (Ch. 32,33,34,35,36,37,38) which would be appropriate to 
transfer prior to Chapter 30 and 40. The chapter would also be preferable to be 
placed before it, possibly to move prior to chapter 27 The Beginning of the Cold 
Wap as the Chapter 40 only summarizes information about the world after 
WWII. Other chapters in the fifth section relate to the whole 20th centum and 
the Chapter 40 is again missing prior to the chapter Bipolar World. The 
chapters in the fifth section we recommend to repeat and link to the present 
time of students and problems of our time.41 Very' interesting is the chapter 
about the origine of the EU. Too bad that when rendering changes of the 
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minority population in Hungary data about change in minority populations in 
neighboring countries are missing to create a complete picture.

The illustrative material is extremely rich because the Archivum parts of the 
textbook are color-processed and thus sources fulfill also an aesthetic — 
illustrative function. In this section we can find also cartograms. Timeline is 
missing. All illustrations are highly meaningful, since there is a task assigned to 
each of them.

4. SALAMON, KONRÁD: DEJEPIS PRE IV. ROLNIK GYMNAZIÍ. 
(HISTORY FOR 4TH GRADE OF HIGH SCHOOL)

301 pages, A4formate, black-white textbook. The textbook is divided into 
seven differently long sections: I. Introduction to the History of the 20th century, II. The 
First World War and its Consequences (1914—1920), III. Between the Two World Wars 
(1920—1939), IV. During the Second World War (1939—1945), V. Peace and the Cold 
War (1945—1962), VI. Struggle for Peaceful Coexistence (1963—1988), VII. The Victory 
of Democracy (1988—1990). In the introduction the author named the most 
important factors affecting the historical development in the 20th century. 
Unlike other history books curriculum of this textbook begins with a chapter on 
the Mexican Revolution, which the author sees as the prelude to the WWI. The 
textbook contains a large number of concise and clear chapters.

At the beginning we miss information on international relations in the early 
20th century, about dividing to the blocks or the Peace Conference in The 
Hague, although further we can read about the attitude of Austria — Hungary and 
Germany to war. We miss information about a trench nature of the WWI. In the 
chapters of the revolution in Russia we cannot find information about Russia in 
the early 20th century, about the political parties or about the USSR.

Authors wrote the textbook from a very strong egocentric point of view, 
there are a lot of one-sided nationalist expressions at many places in the 
textbook.42 The chapters are short and clear. Unlike the Slovak textbooks the 
chronological sequence is more conserved. The chapter The Problems of Europe in a 
New Form is well- arranged, it talks about the discrepancies between the winners 

42 One typical example is e.g. the chapter about the Trianon Peace Treat}’, which is quite one
sided. We can find there such sentences as on p. 59: “Neighbours of Hungary mho have become its 
enemies did everything to present Hungary as a nest of bolshevism and nationalism, and thus they supported 
their territorial claims. ... At the same time Hungary, tom by internal contradictions, has been forced to pursue 
an active foreign policy. ” Special chapter (p. 50) is on “neighbouring countries and Hungarians 
under their rule.” Even in the period after 'WW’TI and later after the coup this question is again 
described in separate chapters. Salamon, Dejepis pre IV. rocník gymnázií. 50. 59.
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of the WWI, the complications regarding reparations and the Dawes Plan. The 
Slovak textbooks this information is scattered in several chapters. About the 
origine of fascism in Germany and Italy we can read in separate chapters. The 
chapter on the US after the war, or the chapter on the United Kingdom at the 
same time, in which is also the Irish question is mentioned are also very 
interesting. In the chapter about USSR we miss the information about the gulags.

In the chapter on Germany we again miss information about the Weimar 
Republic. This textbook also has a special chapter devoted to the situation of 
France after the war, but information about its foreign policy towards the Little 
Entente is missing. Unlike the Slovak textbooks rendering situation of home 
affairs is not absent. The chapter The Uncertainty and Rebuilding very well 
summarized the situation in the world in the 30s and combined history of 
individual countries. There is also a chapter about the arrival of the dictatorship 
and about the whole world, or the economy.

Information about non-European countries in this period are also present in 
the textbook. In the Slovak textbook on world history they are present in other 
chapters, too. Slovak textbook on world history better describes the WWII, in 
the Hungarian textbook the information is split in more chapters according 
individual countries. In the Slovak textbook we can find also information about 
collaborators or a chapter TA Price for War about losses due to the war. In this 
textbook of K. Salamon unlike Slovak textbooks a detailed depiction of the 
situation in Europe, Asia and America after WWII is not neglected: Soviet- 
Chinese rupture, Vietnam, armaments, Berlin Question, the fourth Arab—Israeli 
War (but without mentioning the earlier ones) and the Helsinki conferences. It 
also mentions fighting of the US against the USSR in Africa and Asia and an 
exploration of the universe.

At the end of the textbook we can find chapters in non-chronological order: 
e.g. coup in Hungary was mentioned before perestroika in the USSR. The final 
chapter is not a summary of the subject matter of the whole year, but rather an 
outline development: overpopulation, pollution, migration to more developed 
countries and the division of the world into four zones: the first: the US, Canada 
and Latin America, the second: Europe, third: Japan and the Far East and fourth: 
Russia, India and China.

Illustration in the textbook are very suitable to the text, but unfortunately all 
of them there are just photographs. Beside main text we see some sources and 
shorter explanations. We miss questions or tasks and maps, but at the end of the 
textbook there is a chronological table, recommended literature and name
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II. The Qualitative research

1. THE DIDACTIC EQUIPMENT OF THE TEXTBOOKS

The textbook is a structure made of structural components of different 
nature. They are bearers of partial functions, which together form the main 
function of textbook - to be a educational mean. Jan Prucha distinguishes 36 
components (27 verbal and 9 visual) of textbook. This divides into three basic 
groups: the presentation of the curriculum, the apparatus leading learning the 
curriculum and the orientation system.43

43 The presentation of the curriculum: 9 verbal + 5 visual =14, the apparatus leading learning the 
curriculum:? 14verbal + 4visual =18, the orientation system: 4verbal. Verbal components 
together 27 (9 of the presentation of the curriculum4- 14 of the apparatus leading learning the 
curriculum + 4 of the orientation system). Visual components together 9 (5 of the presentation 
of the curriculum4- 4 of the apparatus leading learning the curriculum). See: Prucha. Utebnice, 
141-143.

The verbal presentation of the curriculum is a main text, additional texts, 
additional explanatory texts, a summart' of the curriculum, an introduction to the 
school subject, notes and footnotes, glossaries etc. The visual presentation of the 
curriculum can be in realistic (reproduction of paintings, photographs) or 
symbolic form (schematic drawings and sketches, graphs, maps, timelines). A 
visual presentation depends on main text, but it retroactively affects the content 
and structure of explanatory' text and a verbal presentation of curriculum.

The apparatus leading learning the curriculum is decisively' involved in the 
management function of textbook in teaching and learning process. It fulfills its 
function in cooperation with elements of presentation of the curriculum and 
orientation system. It includes introduction to the textbook (an introduction and 
instructional - methodological introduction to work with the textbook), 
introductions of each thematic units, tables, exercises, questions and tasks, 
instructions, guidance and links to other information sources.

The third essential component of textbooks is the orientation system 
facilitating students work with the textbook, providing quick orientation in each 
part of the textbook, textbooks and assisting in searching necessary' knowledge. 
These components include: content of textbook (at the beginning of the book), 
dividing textbooks into sections, chapters and subchapters; graphic symbols 
identifying the rules, laws, questions, tasks and exercises, glossary, name index, 
bibliography' and recommended literature.

For an evaluation of didactic equipment of textbook we need to find out 
whether and how these elements are included in the textbook. We proceed as 
follows: We check each components noting into the table (see Attachment 1). 
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We are interested only in their occurrence, not in the frequency of their use. 
According to the data in the table we count coefficients of didactic equipment of 
textbook: the coefficient of the presentation of the curriculum, the coefficient of 
the apparatus leading learning the curriculum and the coefficient of the 
orientation system, the coefficient of verbal components, the coefficient of visual 
components and finally the coefficient of didactic equipment of textbook. We 
get a percentage of actually used elements from a set of possible components. 
(For instance: coefficient of the presentation of the curriculum in the Slovak 
textbook =12. 12 /14= 85%.) Finally we compute the coefficient of didactic 
equipment of textbook by getting share of its possible components (36).44

44 Because of possible interpretation problems we are interested only in detecting presence of 
individual components in the textbook and not in their frequency. The optimal frequency of 
individual elements in the subject, grade and school level was not accurately defined. For this 
reason, it is impossible to examine this feature of textbooks only this single measurement. The 
absence of components may reduce the potential effectiveness of a didactic equipment of the 
textbook. It is potential because used equipment if textbook still does not ensure their real 
effectiveness, but their mere existence, however, significantly influences it - by increasing it. Cf. 
Simeková, Hodnotenie rukopisu Stanko a koi.: Vlastiveda pre 3. rocník ZS. In: Technológia 
vviMávania no. 2, 10. It would be ideal if there was a practically available formula which would 
even include the frequency of elements, similar to the formula at the level of the text.

45 For details see Attachment 1.

The higher the coefficient, the higher is its didactic equipment. On the basis 
of partial coefficients we find out which components we need to correct in the 
textbook. The values should exceed 50%. When finding the negative state by 
subsequent change in the textbook missing components should be included.

The total didactic 
equipment of textbook

Kodajová Bartlová Száray Salamon

47% 47% 53% 52%

Our results45 show that the highest didactic equipment is in the latest 
Hungarian textbook of Száray M. and J. Kaposi with small difference of second 
textbook of Konrad Salamon. Slovak textbooks have achieved little worse 
results, because of lower coefficient of an orientation Systeme. However, they are 
below the mentioned minimum of 50%. The achieved results suggest 
averageness of examined textbooks.
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2. THE DIFFICULTNESS OF DIDACTIC TEXT

One of the research methods verj- usable in History textbooks, in which the 
text is the most important part, is the method of determining the difficulty of the 
text (an accessibility, an intelligibility and a clarity of the curriculum). The 
difficulty of didactic text is a summary of such text attributes that exist 
objectively in any text, and in the learning process they influence the perception, 
understanding and processing of text information by learner entity.

The underlying assumption is that a certain level of difficulty of the text may 
be optimal for its perception, in contrast to the other levels the difficulty which 
may complicate the learning système or even because of overloaded information 
burden a short-term memory’ and attention.46 Therefore this measuring is very 
important. Another problem to be found in the texts is overloading by scientific 
information so -called pseudoproficiency, i.e. inappropriate use of technical 
terms by students, which shows misunderstanding of the meaning of technical 
terms and contextual links.

46 Research has shown that the increased not corresponding level of difficulty’ of the curriculum 
always leads to a reduction of the level of learning outcomes. Capek, Didaktika dêjepisu IL, 172.

47 For other methods see: Priicha, Hodnoceni obtifyiosti ncebnic, 56-73.

This determination of text difficulty can be estimated, for example in the 
form of questionnaire for students or teachers. Very useful is a use of an 
assessment scale for individual components of the text: e.g. difficult terms, 
detailed analysis etc. Less subjective determination is to create tasks for students 
and based on their results to determine the difficulty of the text. These tasks can 
be targeted for example to select or organize information, complete missing 
words in the text etc.

Most objective finding is the formula of text parameters for qualitative 
expression of level of difficulty of the text, respectively especially for textbooks' 
texts, which we can determine after an operative measure and characterizing 
what causes this difficulty of the text. The most propriate formula is the 
linguistically-qualitative method consisting in determining the difficulty of 
textbooks based on the presence and arrangement of any measurable units of the 
text: so-called Käte Nestler Textkomplizierheit's formula modified by J. 
Prûcha.47 This determining of difficulty is primarily intended for the detection of 
difficulty of explanatory’ texts of presentation of curriculum, but of course it can 
also be used for other types of texts. The calculation formulas of this method:

T = T(s) + T(p),
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Where T (s) = syntactic difficulty and T(p) = semantics difficulty, which we 
count:

T(s) = 0,1 .V .U,
where V = average length of sentence,
U = number or verbs
I (p) — 100 . EP . EPm + 3 EPm + 2 SPg) + 2 SP(4) + SPffi)

EN EN
where P = difficulty of terms
Pi = familiar terms
P2 = technic terms
P3 = factual terms
P4 = numeral terms
P5 = repeated terms
N - number of words
E = summa, total number of all entities

The weight of individual categories of terms varies according to the expected 
difficulty for the students, therefore the specialized terminology is the most 
important factor — three times more important and factual terms twice as the rest 
of words. The difficulty of the text can take values in the range of 1 (minimum 
level) to 100 (maximum level).

For example, in textbooks for primary schools the measured values range 
between 27-63, for vocational schools between 26-49. The largest value of T so 
far has been measured in the textbook of the Medical Biochemistry, where T — 
75.4 points.48 This method is based on the recognition that an objective difficulty 
of a text is caused by factors derived from two sources:

48 Priicba, Utebnice, 62.

a. syntactic structure of the text, which serves as a kind of standard for the 
content of what we mean. These structures have a large variety of types with 
different complexity, which affects a perception and an understanding of the 
text. These characteristics can be expressed by two qualitative characteristics (U 
and V), which are incorporated in the formula.

b. semantic structure of the text. Semantic factor is of great importance 
and is therefore covered a total of five characteristics. The difficulty of the text is 
determined by what kind of concept, and in what proportions are represented in 
it. This is just an example of textbooks that didactically pass knowledge from 
different sciences, and therefore largely operate with special concepts and factual 
data. Usually this causes oversaturation by professional and other terms. It also 
depends on whether the terms in the text occurs only once or whether they are 
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repeated. Recurring terms have less impact on the overall level of semantic text 
than concepts appearing for the first time, resp. appearing in the text once.49

In applying this method we use following hypothesis: The average difficulty 
of presenting of curriculum is directly proportional to the age of students. The 
pattern is clear: the higher the grade school, the higher the average level of 
difficulty of text in the textbook and increasing degree of difficulty of the text 
from lower to higher grades is uniform. These hypotheses, however, the practice 
does not confirm. Difficulty of texts is disproportionate to age of students and 
pupils and does not increase uniformly from lower grades, respectively from 
elementar}7 school to secondary. There is a large differentiation in the difficulty 
of textbooks of same subject between the following grades, differentiation 
between primary school textbooks and textbooks for the first year of grammar 
school or vocational school. In most cases the problem is the semantic difficulty, 
respectively its sub-parameters. It turns out that the authors have sensitive 
approach to the formal aspect of the text but errors were made in the qualitative 
(semantic) page generated text for students and pupils. Large differences were 
also in the difficulty of the text of individual subjects that did not stem from the 
character of subject usually considered to be relatively easy, but from the number 
of professional texts, complicated sentence structures and very long of sentence 
units used in creating these books.

The measured values to 20 points represent the lowest level and 60 or more 
the highest level. They can be interpreted for different purposes of evaluation for 
detailed clarification of the textbook examined (while focusing on partial 
measurement), in particular to identify the reasons why is the examined text in 
textbook so difficult. It can be the syntactic difficulty or the semantic difficulty 
or a difficulty can appear in both areas. Most often it is an oversaturation by 
technical terms. This way we receive concrete recommendations for recasting the 
examined textbook e.g. to reduce number of technical terms etc. It is also 
possible to use the values for the comparison of textbooks of different subjects 
of the same year, the same curriculum in different grades, one subject in different 
pipes of schools, the same subject by different authors, the same subject at 
different times, the same subject in different countries.

49 Prucha, Vtebnice, 35.

Total difficulty of text in 
the textbook

Kodajová Bartlová Száray Salamon

33,7 35,5 37,16 35,34
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In our comparation we found very similar total difficulty of text in examined 
textbooks. It was not a big surprise that the most demanding text contains the 
latest Hungarian textbook written by current requirements for the use of sources 
and the development of abilities of students. The easiest difficulty of text is to be 
found in the textbook by Kodajová, Daniela — Tonková, Mária: Dejepis pre 3. 
rocník gymnatji. Svetové dejiny.50 The value of 35 based on our previous research51 
could be perceived as suitable for secondary school' students. The findings 
confirmed that language differences do not affect the measurement of difficulty 
of textbooks, on the contrary', this method is applicable regardless of the

50 The evaluation showed little difference between the Slovak textbooks written one way, but by 
different authors.

51 See: Bobaíiaková, Porovnanie u&bnic dejepisu pre stredné odborné skoly na S/ovensku, Cesku a Mad’arsku 
na príklade témy Ro-ypad Rakúsko - Vhorska a vynik Cesko-Slovenska. (The Comparation of History 
Textbooks for Vocational Schools in Slovakia, Cyech Rebublic and Hungary at the Example oj the 
Disruption of the Austria-Hungary and the Creation of Cyecho-Slovakia, 158.

Conclusion

Before the evaluation of the textbooks we set working hypotheses that were 
only partly confirmed. Our expectations about didactic equipment of textbooks 
were not met. Our results show that the examined textbooks use approx, only 
half of the possible didactic tools, Slovak textbooks, however, are even below 
this limit, which is also the minimum. Of course it is necessary to take into 
account that the formula for calculating the didactic equipment of the textbook 
excludes the possibility of recognizing a density measured elements, only searchs 
for their presence in the textbook, and it is therefore not possible to examine this 
feature of textbooks only by this single measurement.

Nevertheless, our findings are significant. The biggest omissions were in the 
following areas: a summary of the curriculum and the associated various stimuli 
for repeating at the end of year, total student stimulation, application of 
knowledge into practice, means for self-reflection of students and different 
registers. Despite the large overall gaiety of color in the textbook authors did not 
fully use the possibility of the didactic function of the cover. In these areas it 
would be appropriate to make changes. Measuring didactic difficulty of the text 
showed ideal values for all examined textbooks. It would be appropriate to 
continue in this trend in the fűmre.

Regarding our qualitative assessment in all the textbooks we found various 
inaccuracies and minor errors. What was interesting, however, they compensate 
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each other. Both Slovak textbooks do not contain all relevant information, they 
lack cartograms and particularly in comparison with the Hungarian textbook of J. 
Kaposi and M. Száray and requirements for the school leaving exam they do not 
develop enough all intelligence competencies of students. The textbook on 
world history contains number of inappropriate formulations. In this textbook, 
however, we can find a timeline.

Very interesting is the textbook of J. Kaposi, and M. Száray; innovative is its 
graphic aspect, the use of sources, illustrative material and tasks that really 
practice a variety of intelligence competencies. Its disadvantage as many teachers 
complain about is that the amount of supplemental material is several times 
larger than needed and main text is very short. For this reason, work with this 
textbook consists in good choice of sources and completing main text, which it 
is very difficult.

The graphic level of textbook of K. Salamon compared to other textbooks is 
very low, it is written in very nationalist way and we miss questions, tasks or 
cartograms. It is rather a collection of learning texts than a textbook. As a 
positive value we find name register and distribution of curriculum into smaller 
units, which allow more chronological sequence than other studied textbooks.
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Appendix

The attachment nr. 1 : The table ofpartial results o f didactic equipment of the textbook

Chylova
Száray forrásközpontú 

történelem Sipos Balázs Száray

l.The presentation 
of the curriculum

12 9 9 11 8

The coefficient of 
the presentation of 
the curriculum

85% 64% 64% 79% 57%

2. The apparatus 
leading learning the 
curriculum

6 7 3 2 8

The coefficient of 
the apparatus 
leading learning the 
curriculum

33% 39% 16% 11% 44%

3. The orientation
Systeme

2 3 2 2 2

I'he coefficient of 
the orientation 
système

50% 75% 50% 50% 50%

Verbal components 13 12 9 9 11

The coefficient of 
verbal components

48% 44% 30% 33% 40%

Visual components
7 7 5 6 7

The coefficient of 
visual components

78% 78% 56% 67% 78%

The structual 
components of the 
textbook

20 19 14 15 18

The total didactic 
equipment of the 
textbook

56% 53% 39% 42% 50%
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The Attachment nr, 2: The table of results of the difficulty of didactic text

Chylová Balázs Sipos Száray forrásközpontú Száray

Number of words 1037 1062 1058 1065 1044

Number of sentences 70 73 75 57 70

Average length of sentence 14,81 14,55 14,11 18,68 14,91

Number of verbs 101 130 112 106 101

Average length of sentence 
unit

10,27 8,17 9,47 10,05 10,34

Syntactic difficulty 14,81 11,89 13,36 18,77 15,42

Number of terms 376 394 388 370 355

Familiar terms 170 142 197 217 189

Technic terms 73 84 88 71 95

Factual terms
53 68 42 44 28

Numeral terms 12 31 22 6 9

Repeated terms 68 69 39 32 34

Semantics difficulty
20,5 23,1 21,63 18,39 19,01

Total didactic difficulty 
of textbook

35,7 35 35 37,16 34,46
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